Introduction

29
Wind turbines consist of multiple moving and stationary components that create unwanted radar 30 echoes (signals) and interfere with the desired radar signal. These unwanted signals, also known 31 as clutter, affect negatively the performance of weather radars (Burgess et al. 2008 ; Vogt et al. In recent years, techniques based on sparse and redundant modeling have been developed for 39 signal restoration, deconvolution, and estimation, etc (Elad et al. 2010) . The sparsity of a signal 40 u ∈ R N is defined by its l 0 pseudo-norm:
that is, the sparsity of u is the number of its nonzero components. A common formulation based nal. Researchers adopt relaxations and approximations of (1), like l 1 -norm (Tibshirani 1996) , to 3 characterize sparsities. Convex penalty functions makes it easier to compute the minimum of the objective functions, but they also cause the restored signals to be attenuated too much. Adopt-
49
ing non-convex penalties (Nikolova 2000; Nikolova et al. 2010 ) in objective functions have been 50 proven effective in reducing such shrinkage and reaching a better reconstruction. Signals (or coef-51 ficients) exhibit group sparsity when they are not only sparse but also occur in clusters or groups.
52
Signals with group sparsity tend not to have their significant (large-amplitude) values isolated.
53
There are regularizers describing non-overlapping group sparsity (Eldar and Mishali 2009) and 54 overlapping group sparsity (Bayram 2011; Deng et al. 2013; Yuan et al. 2011 ).
55
The use of sparse signal separation in radar application is a promising and emerging technique.
56
Morphological component analysis (MCA) is a signal processing method that has been used for nearly exact sparsity may not be observed for some of the radar targets and/or clutter. For instance,
63
it is difficult to represent radar returns from weather or sea clutter as sparse in frequency (or time-64 frequency) domain due to the nature of these events. They have their own spectral signatures that the proposed algorithm for the separation of weather and wind turbine clutter returns. In Section-3
72
we present our results and compare them with the ones obtained in the previous method. We reach 73 a conclusion in Section-4.
74
Proposed Algorithm
75
This section aims to develop an approach to separating the weather signal and the wind turbine 76 clutter signal for radar signal processing. We consider a generic signal separation problem where
77
we observe a mixture signal y of two components x 1 and x 2 :
where we assume y, x 1 , x 2 ∈ C m×n . These two components x 1 and x 2 should reveal sufficiently 1 andc 2 by solving a constrained optimization problem:
where R 1 and R 2 are called 'regularizers' or 'penalty functions', A 1 and A 2 are transforms satisfy- there's a scaling issue on λ 1 , λ 2 : for any β > 0, choosing λ 1 , λ 2 or β λ 1 , β λ 2 for equation (3) will 86 lead to the same solution. Without loss of generality, we may as well assume that λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ [0, 1]
87
and that λ 1 + λ 2 = 1. In problem (3) we denote R 1 and R 2 as penalty functions for the wind turbine 88 signal and the weather signal, respectively. After A 1 , A 2 , R 1 , R 2 , y are known, an algorithm named
we reconstruct the estimated wind turbine clutter and the weather radar returns from the outputs:
92
Our contaminated radar data matrix is of m by n: y ∈ C m×n , where n is the number of range bins
93
(fast-time bins) and m is the number of velocity bins in a Range-Doppler image (such as shown
94
in Fig 2) . Assuming that mean velocities are continuous in range, we denote y as a matrix input
95
and obtain output signals x 1 , x 2 ∈ C m×n in terms of matrices as well. entries of c 2 as c 2 (t, w, j) (here we interpret t as the dimension of "channel"). For any fixed j, we
and j ranges from 1 to n. 
We select three cosine-power windows (that is, l = 3 and t = 1, 2, 3) with 100% overlapping as 119 follows:
The three window functions are illustrated in Figure 1 . Note that w 2 is chosen so that ∑ 
STFT as in (4) in Table 1 .
143
We finalize our regularizer for the WTC signal (R 1 ) as a composite function of φ and taking 144 difference with respect to its columns:
Accordingly, we choose the regularizer for the weather signal (R 2 ) as a composite function of two
where a 1 , a 2 are parameters that tune the convexity of penalty functions and φ stands for one of the functions in Table 1 . After fixing all the penalty functions and transforms, we reach our algorithm 149 in the appendix. The KDDC datasets were collected in scan mode sequentially at different time instances on 178 March 30th, 2006. In Table 2 we list all the datasets in terms of their varying clutter-to-signal 179 ratios (CSR), UTC time instances when they were collected, and the restored weather signals 180 obtained by our algorithm. Furthermore, in Table 2 we also include a special case, that is, dataset practice we set 0 a 1 , a 2 1 to achieve a satisfying reconstruction (when a = 0, φ (x, a) reduces 199 to l 1 norm). The parameter µ controls the rate of convergence but doesn't influence the optimal 200 results. We usually set µ to be between 50 to 300.
201
In practice, we tune λ 1 , λ 2 first, since they are the most sensitive to the performance of the sep- Table 1 . We set the convexity parameters to be 0.12µ/λ 1 in (8) and 0.48µ/λ 2 in (9). On 207 average, the algorithm converges after around 150 iterations. We find that such set of parameters 208 lead to satisfying outcomes for all datasets in Table 2 . and spectral width values, which play a significant role in understanding and predicting weather 219 events. The power P and radial velocity ν estimates are calculated from the following equations:
where T s is the pulse repetition time, and ∠R (1) 
As a common practice, we express the result of (12) in dB scale. Note that the algorithm parame- at range bins around 38km in Figure 2 ).
235
We display dataset 3, the prototype well studied in (Uysal et al. 2016; Isom et al. 2009 ), in 
256
As a consequence, according to Figure 8 , the restored weather signal produced by the proposed 257 method presents better weather estimates than the one by (Uysal et al. 2016) , especially between 258 37 km and 38 km, where the previous method produces large deviations in weather variables.
259
As a further comparison, Figure 9 illustrates the restored signal via interpolation method (Isom 
267
We refrain from quantifying the performance in terms of weather variables in greater depth 
275
As a result, the separation algorithm doesn't fully recover the actual input signals, but the clutter-276 free weather data, which are more favorable for weather applications. In general, the performance 277 of our algorithm relies on the sparsity assumptions on the WTC signals and the weather signals.
278
As long as weather signals present the grouping sparsity, the proposed method works regardless 279 of weather spectra and radial velocities. Also, we set the algorithm parameters for a specific radar,
280
for different radar system algorithm a new set of parameters need to be set empirically. When 281 algorithm parameters set, they work for a verity of cases (as demonstrated in this paper) except 282 for very low SCR (as low as −35dB among the datasets we dealt with). In the future, we plan to 283 refine our method and combine it with interpolation methods to achieve a better reconstruction.
284
In conclusion, the proposed algorithm demonstrates an overall improvement over the previous 286 optimization separation technique (Uysal et al. 2016) , especially in some low-SCR regions. Such
287
an improvement results from three changes, as summarized in The proposed algorithm (based on SALSA) is as follows:
300
Algorithm 1 The proposed algorithm Overlapping group sparse regularizer (OGS) describes signals whose sparsities exhibit a group-317 ing property. If we are to implement n-dimensional OGS on minimizing over n-dimensional ten-318 sors, we should assure that the signal reveals clustering sparsity in every dimension. If the optimal 319 n-dimensional tensor doesn't exhibit group sparsity in all of its dimensions, we could introduce 320 multi-channel overlapping group sparse regularizer (multichannel OGS) as a substitute. 
2) REGULARIZER
322
For simplicity, we restrict our discussion in minimizing over 2-dimensional matrices that exhibit 
where
where x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , M are row vectors of X and Y ∈ C M×N is a noisy signal. X ∈ C M×N is our 327 signal to be restored from Y that has 'multi-channel group' sparsity: X presents group sparsity in 328 its columns but not rows, i.e. there exist some fully-occupied or almost fully-occupied rows in X.
329
To promote only the column group sparsity, we introduce the following penalty function H(X) as 330 in (13):
331
Here we apply 1-dimensional OGS (denoted as h in the equation above) upon every row vectors
332
and H is the sum of all those regularizers. Such a penalty function is sometimes called 'multi-
333
channel' OGS (MOGS): each row is a "channel" over which we take the sum.
c. Derivation and Algorithm of multichannel OGS
335
We now derive an iterative algorithm to minimize the cost function F(X) in (13) through 336 majorization-minimization (MM) method: for each iteration, we find a surrogate function J such
after which we minimize the surrogate function X (n+1) = argmin X J(X, X (n) ). We adopt the follow-
339
ing J as majorizer for F in (13):
To prove J is a majorizer, we rewrite H(X) in (14) as follows:
We sum the inequality (18) over rows and columns on both sides and get J(X, X (n) ) F(X),
343
where the equality is reached when X = X (n) , so J(X, X (n) ) are majorizers. where x i, j =
344
[X i, j , X i, j+1 , . . . , X i, j+K−1 ] T stand as 'group vectors' of size K. We could then minimize J by taking 345 derivatives and solve equations element-wisely(Chen and Selesnick 2014b). We state the complete 346 algorithm in the following part. and n represents the iteration index. We initialize the iteration by 347 some X (0) . Using the matrix inverse lemma, we have the solution: 
